The maternal-to-zygotic transition (MZT) is underpinned by wide-spread transcriptomic and epigenomic 18 remodeling that facilitates totipotency acquisition. Factors regulating MZT vary across species and 19 differences in timing of developmental transitions and motif enrichment at accessible chromatin between 20 human and mouse embryos suggest a distinct regulatory circuitry. Profiling accessible chromatin in 21 bovine preimplantation embryos-timing of developmental transitions in bovine closely resembles that in 22 human-indicated that prior to embryonic genome activation (EGA) accessible chromatin is enriched in 23 maternal transcription factor recognition sites, e.g., CTCF, KLFs, NFY, and SP1, echoing observations in 24 humans and mice, and suggesting that a conserved set of maternal factors regulate chromatin remodeling 25 prior to EGA. In contrast, open chromatin established during EGA was primarily enriched for homeobox 26 motifs and showed remarkable similarities between cattle and humans, indicating that cattle could be a 27 more relevant model for human preimplantation development than mice. 28 replenishment of transcripts that are common to both the oocyte and the embryo, and generation of novel 42 embryonic-specific transcripts. 43
Introduction 30
Preimplantation development encompasses several critical milestones as embryos progress from 31 fertilization to blastocyst formation. Fusion of the transcriptionally quiescent oocyte and sperm results in 32 a zygote with two haploid pronuclei, which combine during the first round of replication when pronuclear 33 membranes dissolve, allowing maternal and paternal chromosomes to intermingle on the metaphase plate. 34
Subsequent rounds of cleavage ultimately form a blastocyst. However, the cleavage-stage embryo must 35 first complete the maternal-to-zygotic transition (MZT), wherein the embryo assumes control over its own 36 continued development by degrading oocyte-derived products and initiating its own transcriptional 37 program. This dramatic change in gene expression proceeds gradually; minor embryonic genome 38 activation (EGA) results in low levels of transcription in early cleavage-stage embryos1, and leads to 39 major EGA, which involves wide-spread activation of embryonic transcription2. This shift from maternal 40 dependence to self-sufficiency serves at least three functions: elimination of oocyte-specific messages, regulators specific to murine EGA15 demonstrate no enrichment in bovine (RARG, NR5A2, ESRRB), 93
suggesting that cattle may be a more informative model for human preimplantation development. 94
Nevertheless, several TFs (DUX, KLFs, CTCF, NFY) seem to play a role in preimplantation development 95 in all three species, raising the possibility that events leading to EGA may be mechanistically conserved 96 across mammals, whereas the specific transcriptional programs that are activated may differ between 97 species. 98 99
Results and Discussion 100

Global dynamics of open chromatin in bovine preimplantation embryos 101
For each developmental stage, ATAC-seq libraries were prepared from cells derived from three separate 102 oocyte collections. A subset of embryos from each collection was also cultured in the presence of a 103 transcriptional inhibitor (α-amanitin), to interrogate the causal relationship between embryonic 104 transcription and chromatin remodeling (Figure 1a ). Between 30 and 87 million non-mitochondrial 105 monoclonal uniquely mapping reads were collectively obtained for each developmental stage, and at least 106 20 million non-mitochondrial monoclonal reads were collectively obtained for transcription blocked 107 embryos (TBEs) at each stage (Table S1 ). Genome-wide normalized ATAC-seq coverage demonstrated a 108 striking shift in the open chromatin landscape between 4-and 8-cell embryos (Figure 1b ), suggesting that 109 large-scale chromatin remodeling coincided with the main transcriptomic shift observed during major 110 throughout bovine preimplantation development, with the lowest enrichment for accessible sites in 2-cell 120 embryos ( Figure 1d ). Rather than reflecting chromatin inaccessibility in 2-cell embryos, this dearth of 121 canonical "open chromatin" probably results from a highly permissive chromatin structure. Indeed, 122 chromocenters are absent from bovine embryos until the early 8-cell stage9, indicating a relaxed 123 chromatin configuration in early cleavage-stage embryos. Because assays that employ endonucleases, 124 e.g., ATAC-seq and DNase-seq, depend on increased cutting events at consistently accessible loci, we 125 speculate that genome-wide chromatin relaxation would lead to random cutting events genome-wide, 126 resulting in the observed high background and low enrichment in 2-cell embryos. Attempts to use 127 endonuclease-based methods to profile open chromatin in mouse zygotes15,20 and human 2-cell 128 embryos18,19 have encountered similar difficulties with low enrichment. As in bovine embryos, 129
Stepwise remodeling yields stage-specific open chromatin with distinct functionality 145
To delve further into the potential function of regions that lost or gained accessibility between 146 consecutive stages (Figure 2a ), intergenic regions of open chromatin were evaluated for sequence 147 enrichment. Although regulatory regions have not been annotated in cattle, intergenic open chromatin 148 could correspond to enhancers, the activity of which is generally highly tissue-specific. Indeed, distal 149 regions that became accessible at each developmental stage were enriched for different recognition motifs 150 (Table S3 ). These enriched sequences corresponded to the known binding motifs of several TFs that were 151 either maternally provided or expressed in embryos ( Figure S2 ), demonstrating that the changing 152 chromatin structure subjects each stage of development to distinct regulatory circuitry ( Figure 2b) . 153
154
The first major transition in chromatin structure mostly involved loss of hyperaccessible sites in 2-cell 155 embryos following fertilization (Figure 2a ). Intergenic loci that lost accessibility during this transition 156 (n=54,264) were enriched for the binding motifs of CTCF (an insulator protein implicated in 3D 157 chromatin organization38), FIGLA (an oocyte-specific TF), and RFX factors (a highly conserved family of 158 transcriptional repressors39; Figure 2b ). Interestingly, one quarter of the intergenic regions that closed in 159 2-cell embryos regained accessibility at the 4-cell stage (n=14,859), and many of these remained open all 160 the way through to the morula stage (n=6,186). Most intergenic regions that closed after fertilization 161 remained inaccessible in embryos, suggesting that they could contribute to oocyte-specific regulation. On 162 the other hand, regions that re-opened in 4-cell embryos seem more likely to participate in house-keeping 163 functions. 164
165
The first major gains in accessibility occurred in 4-cell embryos (Figure 2a ). About a quarter of the 166 regions that opened during the 4-cell stage remained accessible in both 8-cell embryos and morulae 167 ( Figure 1e ), although 74% of these had been previously open in GV oocytes (n=15,466) . Surprisingly, 168 nearly half of the regions that opened during the 4-cell stage were only transiently accessible ( Figure 1e ). members (Figure 2c ), which was particularly intriguing because NFkB activation is specifically necessary 171 in 1-cell mouse embryos for development to progress past EGA40,41. Although NFkB factors are 172 maternally provided (Figure 2c ), they are initially sequestered in the cytoplasm until they translocate into 173 the nucleus at the early 1-cell stage in mice40,41 and the 4-to-8 cell stage in cattle42. In particular, one of 174 the NFkB subunits capable of activating gene expression -RELAbinds DNA with increased frequency 175 in bovine embryos compared to oocytes42, suggesting that NFkB activation of target gene expression 176 could be one of the first events in a cascade leading to major EGA. In fact, one of the few genes with 177 upregulated expression in 4-cell embryos, as compared to MII oocytes, was TRIM8a positive regulator 178 of NFkB activity ( Figure S3 ). Additionally, RELA binding sites that were accessible in 4-and 8-cell 179 embryos mark genes that encode key regulators of early preimplantation development, raising the 180 possibility that NFkB binding is involved in their transcription initiation ( Figure S4 ), although the 181 contribution of NFkB signaling to gene expression during minor EGA in cattle has not yet been 182 established. 183
184
In contrast to open chromatin in pre-EGA embryos, regions that gained accessibility at the 8-cell stage 185 humans23 and mice22,24, and the coordinated expression of these two factors in cattle certainly suggests a 206 similar mechanism may be at play. Although ZSCAN4 depletion disrupts development past EGA in 207 mice26 and cattle27, its known binding motifs were not enriched in open chromatin during bovine 208 preimplantation development ( Figure S6b-d ), suggesting that the binding motif of bovine ZSCAN4 likely 209 differs from those in mice and humans. 210
211
Following major EGA, formation of the morula also incurred extensive chromatin remodeling, with even 212 more sites gaining accessibility than during the 8-cell stage (Figure 2a ). Compared to earlier stages, 213 intergenic loci that gained accessibility in morulae were primarily enriched for GATA factor binding 214 motifs ( Figure 2a ; Table S3 )key regulators of trophectoderm establishment and maintenance53 -215 indicating that morulae are already initiating differentiation programs necessary for blastocyst formation. 216 217
Progressive establishment of maintained open chromatin sets the stage for genome activation 218
Although many regions only experienced stage-specific gains in accessibility, a stable open chromatin 219 landscape was also progressively established after fertilization. As early as the 2-cell stage, regions began 220 to gain accessibility that was maintained until at least the morula stage. These regions of maintained 221 accessibility were heavily enriched for CTCF motifs (Figure 3a ; Table S4b ), especially those that were first established during the 4-cell stage. CTCF binding delineates chromatin loop boundaries, thus 223 determining the genomic space within which genes can interact with their regulatory elements38. 224 Therefore, enrichment of CTCF motifs in maintained peaks could point to a gradual establishment of a 225 stable 3-D chromatin architecture in preparation for major EGA. This proposal is consistent with 3-D 226 chromatin architecture in mouse embryos, which is greatly diminished after fertilization and then 227 gradually re-established throughout preimplantation development, facilitating long-distance chromatin 228 contacts, i.e., promoter-enhancer interactions, in later stage embryos11. Indeed, transcription during minor 229 EGA in mouse is primarily driven by proximal promoters, whereas enhancers are dispensable for 230 transcription until major EGA54. The global reorganization of 3D chromatin architecture in mouse has 231 also been observed in bovine embryos, wherein gene-rich regions switch from a random distribution to a 232 chromosome-specific distribution during major EGA55. Collectively, these results suggest that gradual 233 establishment of 3D chromatin architecture is a conserved feature of pre-EGA embryos, although the 234 mechanisms regulating this restructuring remain unknown. chromatin corresponding to CTCF and KLF binding motifs suggests that pre-EGA embryos are priming a 242 similar mechanism for use during major EGA, especially considering that almost 50% of genes activated 243 during bovine EGA contain KLF motifs in their promoters21. 244 cell embryos compared to MII oocytes ( Figure S3 ). Moreover, these regions of maintained accessibility 249 were strongly enriched for NFY and SP1 binding sites (Table S4a, 
Open chromatin in preimplantation embryos is enriched for repetitive elements 282
Evaluation of changes in chromatin structure as they relate to gene expression gives an incomplete 283 perspective of the genome-wide changes that occur during preimplantation development, because the 284 MZT is not just characterized by a shift in the transcriptome but also in the repeatome. Similar to other 285 mammalian species, 44% of the bovine genome is comprised of repeats derived from retrotransposons61 286 interspersed repeats that are increasingly thought to play major roles in cellular processes and 287 development. Retrotransposons propagate through a 'copy and paste' mechanism, and their expression is 288 generally suppressed to avoid deleterious integrations62. However, retrotransposons are often actively 289 transcribed in early embryos, and although this phenomenon was recently thought to be nothing more 290 than opportunistic expression by repetitive elements due to an unusually permissive chromatin state in the 291 developing embryo, the activity of some retrotransposons is actually crucial for development63. Although 292 the specific mechanisms behind this necessity are still being investigated, transposable elements have 293 been implicated at several regulatory levels, as they can provide binding sites for TFs, allowing them to 294 be co-opted as alternative promoters and enhancers64 and participate in 3-D chromatin architecture65. 295
296
Although repetitive element expression in bovine embryos was reported a decade ago using a cDNA 297 array66, a complete catalogue of repeat transcription throughout bovine preimplantation development was 298 lacking. To address this gap in knowledge, available RNA-seq data67 were assessed for expression of 299 repetitive elements. Importantly, these libraries were not subjected to polyA selection. As has been observed in the mouse and human68,69, expression and accessibility of repetitive elements throughout 301 bovine preimplantation development was highly stage-specific and dynamic (Figure 5a ; Figure S8 ). (Figure 5b ), suggesting that ERVK 322 elements function as regulatory elements, as observed in human preimplantation embryos74. 323
Upon further inspection, intact ERV1-1_BT elements often co-occurred with MER41_BT repeats in a 328 specific sequence, which demonstrated a highly reproducible pattern of transcription at ERV1-1_BT 329 elements and chromatin accessibility at MER41_BT elements ( Figure S9a ). Furthermore, MER41_BT 330 elements that were accessible in 8-cell embryos were enriched for the binding motifs of several 331 pluripotency factors, including POU5F1, NFY, KLF4, OTX2, and TEAD ( Figure S9b ), suggesting that 332 pluripotency factors are driving transposon expression. maternally provided, the DUX family also appears to play a conserved role in genome activation. In 377 humans and mice, DUX factors have been implicated in chromatin remodeling23,25 and transcription activation of cleavage-stage genes23. We find a similar pattern of DUX expression in bovine embryos, as 379 well as increased accessibility of DUX binding sites around the 8-cell stage, suggesting that DUX may 380 also modulate gene expression and chromatin accessibility during bovine EGA. 381
382
Although the chromatin landscape changes markedly upon major EGA in bovine, human16,17,19, and 383 mouse15,20 embryos, the regulatory circuitry that is active during this stage in development appears to 384 differ significantly between humans and mice16, which suggests that regulation of mammalian EGA is 385 highly species-specific. To identify and compare putative regulators of mammalian EGA, intergenic 386 regions that were accessible during major EGA in bovine, human, and mouse embryos were evaluated for 387 binding motif enrichment of actively expressed TFs. Comparing EGA regulatory circuitry between 388 species reflects a stark divergence in regulatory and transcriptional programs that clearly separates 389 humans and cattle from the mouse ( Figure S11 with respect to the timing of EGA and the regulatory circuitry that accompanies it, strongly suggests that 406 cattle are a more appropriate model system for human preimplantation development than mouse. 407 408
Conclusions 409
Sweeping changes to chromatin structure during bovine preimplantation development suggest that 2-cell 410 embryos are characterized by globally decondensed chromatin, which is gradually compacted as 411 development progresses, echoing similar observations in humans and mice. In particular, it is tempting to 412 speculate that a conserved set of maternal factors establish basal promoter accessibility and the necessary 413 chromatin architecture for enhancer-promoter interactions that will drive gene expression during major 414 EGA ( Figure 8 ). However, the open chromatin landscape during major EGA clearly distinguished mice 415 from cattle and humans, suggesting that whereas maternal regulation of EGA may be conserved across 416 mammals, the transcriptional programs that are subsequently activated have diverged substantially. 417
Practically, this difference suggests that human development may be better modeled in cattle than in 418 mice. Nevertheless, the factors appear to regulate the MZT in cattle, humans, and mice certainly warrant 419 further investigation and validation, which will provide invaluable insight into the regulatory framework 420 that governs successful preimplantation development. 421 422
Materials and Methods 423
Oocyte collection and maturation 424
Ovaries were procured from a local abattoir and transported to the laboratory in a warm saline solution. 425
Follicles measuring 2-10 mm were aspirated to obtain cumulus oocyte complexes (COCs). Only COCs 426 with healthy layers of cumulus cells were selected for maturation. These were washed in collection 427 medium (6:4 M199 (Sigma M7653)): SOF-Hepes, supplemented with 2% fetal bovine serum (FBS; μg/ml), EGF (50 ng/ml), oFSH (50 ng/ml), bLH (3 μg/ml), cysteamine (0.1 mM), and 10% FBS. 431
432
In vitro fertilization and embryo culture 433
After COCs matured for 24 h, MII oocytes were washed in SOF-IVF medium (107.7 mM NaCl, 7.16 mM 434
KCl, 1.19 mM KH2PO4, 0.49 mM, MgCl2, 1.17 mM CaCl2, 5.3 mM sodium lactate, 25.07 mM NaHCO3, 435 0.20 mM sodium pyruvate, 0.5 mM fructose, 1X non-essential amino acids, 5 μg/ml gentamicin, 10 μg/ml 436 heparin, 6 mg/ml fatty acid-free (FFA) BSA) and transferred to drops of SOF-IVF medium under mineral 437 oil. Frozen semen from a Holstein bull was thawed, and 106 sperm/ml were added to drops with MII 438 oocytes, which were incubated at 38.5°C for 12-18 h. Zygotes were then removed from fertilization 439 medium, and cumulus cells were removed by vortexing for 5 min in SOF-Hepes medium. Zygotes were 440 then transferred to culture medium (KSOMaa supplemented with 4mg/mL BSA) under mineral oil, and 441 incubated at 38.5°C in 5% CO2, 5% O2, and 90% N2. If embryos were to be transcriptionally inhibited, the 442 culture medium was supplemented with α-amanitin (50 μg/ml) on day one. On day three, the culture 443 medium was supplemented with 5% stem-cell qualified FBS (Gemini Bio 100-525). Blastocyst 444 development was evaluated at 7 days post-insemination (dpi). 445 446
Collection of oocytes and preimplantation embryos for ATAC-seq 447
Oocytes and embryos were collected for ATAC-seq library preparation from three separate collections 448 per developmental stage. Embryos intended for collection at the 2-cell, 4-cell, or 8-cell stages were 449 divided into two groups, one of which was supplemented with α-amanitin, and cultured simultaneously. 450
Germinal vesicle-stage oocytes were collected for ATAC-seq prior to maturation. Preimplantation 451 embryos were collected at the 2-cell (30-32 h post-insemination), 4-cell (2 dpi), 8-cell (3 dpi), and morula 452 stages (5 dpi).
Oocytes or embryos (a minimum of 500 cells) were treated with pronase (10 mg/ml) to completely 457 remove the zona pellucida and washed with SOF-Hepes on a warming plate. Cells were then transferred 458 to 1 ml cold SOF-Hepes, and centrifuged at 500 rcf, 4°C, for 5 min. Morulae were subjected to additional 459 vortexing for 3 min in cold ATAC-seq lysis buffer (10 mM Tris-Cl, pH 7.4, 10 mM NaCl, 3 mM MgCl2 460 and 0.1% IGEPAL CA-630). Cell pellets were then resuspended in 1 ml cold ATAC-seq cell lysis buffer 461 and centrifuged at 500 rcf, 4°C, for 10 min. Nuclear pellets were then resuspended in 50 μl transposition 462 
RNA-seq alignment and gene expression quantification 498
Raw sequencing reads were trimmed with Trimmomatic (v0.33)83. Low-quality leading and trailing bases 499 (3 bases) were clipped, and Illumina adapter sequences were removed, allowing 2 seed mismatches, a 500 palindrome clip threshold of 30, and a simple clip threshold of 10. Sliding window trimming was 501 conducted with a window size of 4 bases, and a quality threshold of 15. Reads 36 bases or longer were 502 retained after trimming. Trimmed reads were aligned to either the GRCm38 (mouse), GRCh38 (human), 503 or ARS-UCD1.2 (cattle) assemblies with STAR (v2.7.2a)84 with options -outFilterScoreMinOverLread 504 0.85 and -seedSearchStartLmax 30. Low quality alignments (q<5) were removed with SAMtools. Raw 505 counts were calculated for genes in the Ensembl 96 annotations for each species with allowing fragments for paired end data. Gene counts were MLE-normalized using the DESeq2 R package 508 (v1.22.2)86 and submitted to the variance stabilizing transformation for some analyses. DESeq2 was also 509 used for differential expression analysis, with genes demonstrating a logFC > 2 and an adjusted p-value < 510 0.05 considered differentially expressed. 511 512
Repeat expression quantification 513
Trimmed RNA-seq reads were aligned to the ARS-UCD1.2 genome assembly with STAR with options -514 outFilterMultimapNmax 100, -winAnchorMultimapNmax 100, and -twopassMode Basic. Raw expression 515 values for individual repetitive elements were calculated for repeats in the RepeatMasker annotation for 516 the ARS-UCD1.2 assembly (downloaded from the UCSC Genome Browser) using TEtoolkit (v2.0.3)87 in 517 'multi' mode, which improves quantification of transposable elements transcripts by including 518 ambiguously mapped reads. Raw expression values were MLE-normalized using DESeq2. 519 520
Comparison of replicate libraries and ATAC-seq and RNA-seq signal at regions of interest 521
For both ATAC-seq and RNA-seq data, alignments were converted to bigwig format using bamCoverage 522 from the DeepTools suite88, which binned the genome into 50 bp windows and calculated normalized 523 signal (reads per kilobase million; RPKM) in each window. The plotPCA function from DeepTools was 524 then used to generate principal components plots, with options -transpose and -log2. The plotCorrelation 525 function from DeepTools was used to calculate the Spearman correlation coefficient between replicate 526 libraries, based on genome-wide normalized coverage. To assess average accessibility or expression at 527 genomic intervals of interest, average ATAC-seq or RNA-seq normalized signal from bigwig files was 528 visualized using the Deeptools plotHeatmap function. 529 530
Comparison and classification of ATAC-seq peaks 531
Peak sets from different stages were compared using the BEDtools intersect function89, requiring a 532 minimum of 1 bp overlap to consider a peak shared by both sets. Similarly, peaks were classified as genic if they overlapped either the 2 kb region upstream of a transcription start site (TSS), exons, or introns by 1 534 bp. Otherwise, peaks were considered intergenic. 535 536
Motif enrichment 537
Genomic regions were evaluated for binding motif enrichment using the findMotifsGenome.pl script from 538 HOMER (v4.8)90, using the exact sizes of the input genomic intervals (-size given). The most significant 539 known or de novo motifs were reported, based on p-value. Known motifs that matched significantly 540 enriched de novo motifs were reported if their match score exceeded 0.6. 541 542
Genome-wide motif location prediction 543
Position-weight matrices were downloaded from the JASPAR database for TFs of interest91. Using the 544 chromatin structure is globally decondensed following fertilization, allowing opportunistic binding of architecture. This sets the stage for major EGA, wherein maternal products, minor EGA products, and 846 promoter-enhancer contacts collectively regulate the first major wave of gene expression and continue to 847 refine 3D chromatin structure. 848 
